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Abstract
Recent feedforw~d control strategies to achieve
higher motion-control bandwidths for contouring machine tools are investigated in this paper. Conventionally, a simple feedforward signal based on the derivative of the input is added
to the feedback control signal to reduce the
system dynamic lag and thereby increase the
bandwidth. H accurate parameters of the system are known in advance, a more sophisticated feedforward controller can be designed
based on the inverse of the system model. In
this paper, several feedforward control strategies are discussed and their performances are
compared with a proposed Adaptive Calibrating Controller.
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Figure 1: The arrangement of a conventional feedforward
controller

Introduction

Servo-driven contouring machine tools such as laser cutting and milling machines are capable of producing highquality precise parts. However, the productivity of such
machines is often limited by the loss of dynamic contouring accuracy as cutting speeds are increased.
A variety of sources, including meehanical inaccuracies and machine/controller dynamics, are known to be
major factors causing contouring errors. A detailed discussion of these performance limiting factors in highspeed contouring can be found in [Ko et al., 1998a],
where they are categorised as dynamic constraints, uncertainties and non-lin.earities. When cutting is performed at low speeds,dynamic constraints such as the
system bandwidth do not contribute much to the .contouring error. However, the attainable bandwidth can
become the dominant factor when the contouring speed
or profile curvature is increased, because of the increased
high frequency content of the input to the motion control
system.
The lagging response of a feedback control system often results in a significaat contomhtg error. A strategy
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prevalently adopted is to feed forward a signal representative of the rate of change of the position command.
The feedforward signal breaks into the feedback loop as
illustrated in Figure 1.
In the past decade, a number of researchers have proposed pre-filtering or "shaping" the command signal so
as to give more emphasis to frequency components which
are not de~t with adequately by the feedback system.
The concept leads to a general form of feedforward con-,..
troller (or series compensator) as shown in Figure 2,
where (J is a parameter vector.
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Figure 2: A general architecture of tracking systems using feedforward control

In Figure 2, the feedforward controller appears as a
pre-filter before the closed-loop system comprising the

plant and the feedback controller. In fact, an equivalent
pre-filter can easily be formulated from the arrangement
in Figure 1 [Koren and Lo, 1992].
,',
For regulation purposes, conventional feedback' ~trate
gies such as PI control may be utilised within the "closedloop plant" in Figure 2. More sophisticated algorithms
may be employed to handle "hard" non-linearities such
as Coulomb friction, or to increase·robustness to certain
unmodelled dYllamics [Umeno and Hori, 1991][Endo et
al., 1996][Lee and Tomizuka, 1996][Yao et al., 1997][Ko
et al., 1998b]. In this paper it is simply assumed that
the open-loop plant has been stabilised and optimised by
appropriate feedback control design, taking account of
robustness and disturbance rejeetion requirements. The
feedforward controller can then be interpreted as a filter to sY1lthesise a control sequence, such that the plant
output will follow, as closely as possible, the unfiltered
reference input. Note that the stability of the closedloop system is unaffected br feed.forwarcl. The stability of the overall system is gu,aranteed, provided that
the feedforward controller is stable. In this paper, various approaches to the design of feedforward controllers
will be briefly discussed and compared with a proposed
Adaptive Calibrating Controller.

2

Feedforward CODtJ'ollers Based on the
Inverse System Model

Given accurate }mo.led.e of the plant parameters, it
seems straightforwMd to constrocta feeQforward controller .hich has d)m8mics iDwrse to the closed-loop
plant, thereby·cancellliJ.g all system d:vaamics and yielding an overall unity transfer function. This is the Perlect
Tracking Controller (PTC) strategy, and·might be realisable in a sampled-data sYltem 'With preview of the command input. A common difficulty in rea.lising a PTe
strategy, however, is that .thePTC may produce .unbounded or oscillatory oUiputs. This will occur when
the discrete transfer function of the closed-loop plant
contains uncancellable zeros. Two· classes of zeros are
regarded as uncancellable: zeros outside the unit circle (non-minimum phase, or unstable inverse) and zeros
close to the unit circle (oscillatory inverse). The former implies an unst.able cODtroller, while the latter may
either generate oscillatory cODtrol.efforts reaching .actuator saturation le'Vels, or oscillationsbet'Ween sampling
instants at the plant oUiput. The existence of uncancellable zeros is not exceptional: rather it is a relatively
common phenomenon. It is knoWB that uncancellable zeros appear· if the relati'Ve degree of the continuous plant
transfer function is larger than iwo and the sampling
r~te is sufficiently hig):l [Astrom et al., 1984].
Another common feaiure.of the inver~model based
controllers is that preview data points are required during the computation. This is not a problem for a
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large class of applications where the desired trajectories
are pre-determined. Various feeQforward control alger
rithms aiming at perfect cancellation of the cancellable
poles j zeros and approximate compensation of the uncancellable zeros are reviewed in the following subsections.

2.1

Controllers Based on Pole/Zero
Cancellation

Since perfect cancellation in the presence of uncancellable zeros is Dot achievable, altemati'Ve approaches
to optimising the o'Verall frequency-response have been
proposed in the research literature. Typical design approaches iDclude two componeDts in the controller: a
major one to cancel all· cancellable poles and zeros, and
an "extension" to deal with the uncancellable zeros. It
appears that most research efforts ha'Ve concentrated on
this extension, rather than on the structure of the whole
feedforward cODtroner. An elegant formulation called
the Zero Phase Error Traclriag Controller (ZPETC) was
proposed in [Tomizuka, 1987]. ZPETC results in a zero
phase shift over the whole frequency spectrum, and an
attenuated gain at high frequencies. The favourable
zero-phase-error characteristic was then adopted by several authors in their following contributions [Tsao and
Tomizuka, 1987][Haack and Tomizuka, 1991][Torfs etal.,
1992][Funahashi and Yamada, .1993]. The ZPETC can
be expressed as:

(1)

peg)
where peg) is the discrete closed-loop plant model and
q is the forward shift operator. B- (g) and B+ (g) represent the uncancellable and cancellable. portions, respecti'Vely, of the plant transfer function numerator. By expanding the term B-(q-l) in (1), one may find that
ZPETC essentially places a zero at 1jzi and a pole at
the origin to compensate for each uncancellable zero Zi.
Different approaches such as Optimal Hybrid Controller (OHC} [Guo md Tom.izuka, 19911, Series Expansion (SE) approJdmation [Gross et al., 1994][Choi and
Choi, 1998] and Optimised Bandwidth Controller (DBC)
[Ko et, al., 1998b] samifice the zero-o-phase-shiIt feature'.,in·',
favour qf a betiero'Vuall response.
In OHC, gi'Ven the continuous plant has j zeros and k
poles, the corresponding k - 1 discrete zeros are compensated by an extension containing k - 1 zeros .and
j + k - 1 poles. The coefficients used in the extension
are obtained by sol¥iJlg an Hooproblem with the "6"
operator, where () = (q -l~/T, T being the sampling period. The· discrete equi_ent of the continuous plant is

re-parameterised as B,,(6)/A,,(0) and closed with a feedback controller Be{q)/Ae{q):
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where d represents a combined operator of q and
6. The feedforward controller is of the form [Guo and
Tomizuka, 1997]:
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Figure 3: Signal flows of the proposed ACC scheme

the sampling rate is high. Cl and C2are obtained
by minimising the infinity norm of the error function
Ge(d) = 1- FOHC(d)P(d).
In the SE approach, uncancellable zeros Zi are expanded using Taylor's expansion, resulting in the controller:

close to 1 by increasing I in the frequency range where
IGe(q)1 < 1.
All of the pole/zero cancellation schemes considered
above suffer from the following limitations:
• The closed-loop plant parameters need to be pre· cisely known (non-adaptive).
• Most of the controller parameters are not freely chosen (design freedom is low).

(2)
where m and ni are the number of uncancellable zeros
and the order of expansion, respectively. SE is effective
in compensating Zi far from ±1 but fails in compensating
those close to ±1 [Gross et 0.1., 1994]. Hthe unacceptable
zeros are close to -1, as usually found in servo-tracking
systems, it has been suggested that they can ,be effectively compensated by either modifying the coefficients
in (2) [Choi and Choi, 1998] or employing only one pole
at Pi for each Zi in the OBC extension [Ko et al., 1998b].
The location of the pole Pi, for instance ..;..0.9, is chosen
by the designer such that the oscillation level is acceptable:

2.2

lIm (1 - Pi)!(l = i=l
(q - Pi)

%i)

A

+ Bb(O)

where B,,(tS) = Bo(tS) + Bb(c5) with the feature that
Bo(tS) approaches zero, so that B,,(tS) ~ Bb(tS) when

~
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Extended Algorithms

The performance of the aforementioned pole/zero cancellation schemes can be further improved by adding
the Extended Bandwidth (EB) algorithm [Torfs et al.,
1992]. The notion is to decrease the error function gain
IGe(q)1
11 - F.(q)P(q)1 by adding error -terms. The
resulting controller is:

=

In the above expression, • can be ZPETC, OHC, SE
or OBC and I is the number of added terms. The overall
transfer function 1 - Ge (q)'+l can be made arbitrarily

• They ~e computationally intensive' if high performanceis required -(the extension term could be
long).
Adaptive ZPETC was reported in (Tsao and
Tomizuka, 1987]. However, when employing either the
EB algorithm or Adaptive ZPETC, the on-line computation burden is substantially increased. This is of great
concern in real implementations.

3

Adaptive Calibrating Controller

Recently, we have proposed an Adaptive Calibrating
Controller (ACC) [Ko et al., 1999a][Ko et al., 1999b].
In contrast to 'conventional feedforward' controllers with .
fixed parameters, the ACC embodies just the inverse system structure, and is capable of learning the most appropriate set of controller parameters for a given repetitive task within a few calibration cycles. A comprehensive non-linear simulation model, based on experimental measurements of a laser profiling machine, was used
to demonstrate the superior contouring performance obtainable with the ACC in [Ko et al., 1999a]. The ACe is
comprised of two components: a feedforwardcontroller .and an ·estimator. At the end of each calibration move,
the estimator generates a final estimate of the parameter
vector, which in subsequently loaded by the feedforward
controller and "locked" for the next calibration. The
computation in the estimator is therefore performed offline. In Figure 3, the signal flow of the overall process
is illustrated. The ACC feedforward controller is of the
following simple form:
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Figure 5: The input trajectory and tracking error
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It can be seen that the ACe utilises the iDverse structure of the nominal plant model omy, without any "ex-

tra" poles or zeros. It is thereby less computationally
intensive than most of the previously proposed methods. Moreover, smce all parameters in (3) are free to
be chosen, the degrees of freedom for optimisation are
dramatically increased.
The learning and optimisation are peri'ollDed'in two
distinguishing steps in the ACC estimator. The standard
Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm. is employed to
learn the plant paramRer set in the firSt step. In the
case that uncancellable zeros are dRected, step two is
activated and a final estimate is calculated' by orthogonally projecting to a constrained vector space, such that
the controllerdenomiDator polynomial is guaranteed to .
be stable and acceptable' (not too oscillatory).
The foregoing process is illustrated in Figure 4, where
p and Q are the parameter vector and the construed
region, transformed from the original vector space by
linear transformations related to the co¥Briance matrix
in the RLS algorithm.. PN is the resulting estimate from
step one and PI is the hal estimate from step two in
the ACC estimator. More detailed mathematical formulations of the ACe are given in [Ko et al., 1999a] and
[Ko et al., 1999b].
To demonstrate theeffecti. . . .s of the ACe, consider
a simple discrete plant with a second order numerator
and a third order denominator.
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=

0.0663tfl + 0.1069q + 0.0002
q3 - 1.4421q2 + 1.2036q - 0.5881

(4)

Due to fast sampling, an uncancellable zero at -1.61 is .
generated in the numerator. The structure in (4) results
from a typical servo tracking system with an analog PI
controller in the velocity loop and a digital P controller
in the position loop. A ailibration move is performed
llSiDg the mput trajectory shown in the upper graph of
Figure 5.
By applying Jury's Criteria [Franldin et al., 1990] to
the pol:YDomialbotfl + hI q 4- ~, a linear, convex, sixdimeasional acceptable region is constructed:

vi = [
vr = [

-1
0
0
=[
0

vr
vr =[

-1
0
0
0

-1
0
0
0

1
-r~
-r~
-r~

1
0
-ro
To

1
1
-1
-1

vio= 1
hovrO < 0
hovre < 0
hovre < 0

where 0 < To < 1 is the radius of the disk, defining the acceptable pole region on the complex plain. In
the simulation st.udy, the value 0.9 was chosen for T a •
The projection is performed in· p space, which is a linear transformed vector space from the original ,9 ,'space,.
[Koet al., 1999b]. After the estimate PI is found, it is
transformed 'back to the final estimate 8" to be loaded
by the feedforward controller.
After several calibration moves, the ACe brings the
parameter estimate lJ from a null-lmowledge initial estimate 8(0) = [0 0 0 1 0 O]T, to a fulal eItiDlate 81 with
a zero at -0.9, which is acceptable,rather than the unacceptable true vector
with a zero at -1.61:
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The lower graph of Figure 5 demonstrates that compared to ZPETC, dramatic error reduction can be
achieved. The control signals are virtually indistinguishable, as shown in the upper graph of Figure 6. The plot
of the small difference between the ACC and ZPETC
control signals in Figqre 6 indicates that the error reduction achieved by the ACC resulted from a better match
between control effort and the demands of the task acceleration profile.
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Conclusion

In order to achieve higher contouring accuracy, a prefilter configuration has been adopted for feedforward
controller design. Various designs" of such feedforward
controllers for high-speed contouring have been summarised in this paper, with a comprehensive bibliography. The controllers embodying inverse s em models
were distinguished by their ways of compensating .uncancellable zeros in the plant transfer function. A newly proposed controller, the Adaptive Calibrating Controller,
was discussed in this context, and shown to offer more
d~sign freedom, particularly for repetitive contouring
tasks. A comparative simulation demonstrated the potential for achieving improved precision at high speeds
with this controller.
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